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============== 
1. Legal stuff 
============== 

This FAQ may appear on the following sites only. 

Gamefaqs.com 
Neoseeker.com 

If you would like to print this out and use it for PERSONAL USE you may do so, 
if you would like it on your site, contact me. If I see it on a site where it 
is not allowed I will ask it be taken down, if this is copied with your name on 
it, I will be glad to take you to court. 

Now onto the Wonder Chef! 

========================== 
2. Who is the Wonder Chef? 



========================== 

The Wonder Chef is a lot like the Iron Chefs you see on Food TV except he 
doesn't do Kung Fu, he disguises himself as everyday things like pigs, books, 
hobos, and snowmen to name a few. When you find him, he will teach you how to 
cook things, which is very useful. Be warned it is very fun to find the chef by 
yourself so don't check this FAQ unless you are missing something, the Wonder 
Chef appears once (sometimes twice or even more! I have confirmed three times 
in one town now, YaY!) in every town. So be on the look out! 

To sum it up the Wonder Chef is Supah Numbah one Chef! 

 Now, onto the center of this FAQ, all of the Wonder Chef's locations, and 
recipes. I can hardly wait! 

============================================ 
3. Where to find him and what recipes he has 
============================================ 

***Note: the Wonder Chef will tell you what you need to make each thing, but 
incase you are dense and forget, I will provide you with the ingredients, also 
you can only use the food in the Menu so forget about making it during battle. 
Also the order might not be Exact, I will try to get this alphabetical or 
something, if anybody wants to send me a list of the proper order I would be 
very thankful if not don't complain.*** 

*************************************************************************************************

Notes on cooking 

I had a message from Lugia but I lost it somehow in the transfer from doc. to 
txt. oh well it said that Farah was the best* cook, so use her to cook. 

*Fastest to master 

*************************************************************************************************

More Notes: Some of the Disc two ones can be obtained on disc 1, I am just 
going where I found them. 

Now onto the FAQ 

*****UNDER HEAVY CONSTRUCTION! ***** 

============== 
3.1 First Disc 
============== 

*********** 
1. Sandwich 
*********** 

Town: Rasheans 

Wonder Chef's location: Farah's house (first house on the left?) 

What Wonder Chef is dressed as: Pig (Somebody clue JohnB in that it's not a 
piggy bank gopackers7@aol.com) 



What he teaches you: Sandwich 

To make: bread cheese and lettuce 

What it does: The Sandwich restores 30% of the teams HP, YaY!! 

Notes: This is a relatively simple one, enjoy the music when you find him, it 
will get a little tougher to spot him later on. 

**************** 
2. Sweet Parfait 
**************** 
Town: Port Tinnsia 

Wonder Chef's Location: The hotel 

What he is dressed as: Dragon Statue 

What he teaches you: Sweet Parfait 

To make: milk, bananas, amangos, kiwis, and white satay 

What it does: Restores large amounts of all ally's TP 

Notes: This one might be a stumper, but with this guide you will have no 
trouble finding him. 

************ 
3. Fish Stew 
************ 

Town Inferia 

Wonder Chef's location: Port of Inferia 

What he is dressed as: Anchor 

What he teaches you: Fish Stew 

To make: squid, tuna, cabbage, and radishes 

What it does: Temporarily increases Defense. Restores minimal ally TP. 

Notes: Might pose some trouble if you didn't have my great guide. 

************ 
4. Hamburger 
************ 

Town: Inferia 

Wonder Chef's location: Mintche cafeteria 

What he is dressed as: Pink Flower 

What he teaches you: Hamburger 

To make: Bread, Lettuce, and Bear Meat 

What it does: Restores minimal ally HP 

Notes: Hahaha, a pink flower? God I love Wonder Chef. 



**********
5. Pot Pie
**********

Town: Berole 

Wonder Chef's location: In the inn, "In The Closet" 

What he is dressed as: Just search the closet. 

What he teaches you: Pot Pie 

To make: Pasta shrimp, milk, and cheese 

What it does: (feel free to clue me in) 

Notes: this is tricky because he is not dressed as anything just search the 
closet and you'll be fine. 

**************** 
6. Seafood Pasta 
**************** 

Town: City Of Scorched Sands 

Wonder Chef's location: Cooking arena, left side, by the stairs 

What he is dressed as: Pot 

What he teaches you: Seafood Pasta (Yummy) 

To make: Pasta squid shrimp and tomatoes 

What it does: Restores large amount of ally's HP 

Notes: YaY Wonder Chef is in town. 

************ 
7. Beef Stew 
************ 

Town: Regulus Dojo 

Wonder Chef's location: Second floor of the Inn/ Hotel 

What he is dressed as: Yellow kettle 

What he teaches: Beef Stew 

To make: Bear meat, cabbage, carrots 

What it does: *** on this i actually ask for an e-mail on what it does, my 
e-mail can be found on my info page*** 

Notes: Yippe 

*************** 
8. Garden Salad 
*************** 

Town: Morle Village 



Wonder chef's location: Treetop 

What he is dressed as: Pumpkin 

What he teaches you: Garden salad 

To make: Lettuce, tomato, cucumbers 

What it does: *** on this i actually ask for an e-mail on what it does, my 
e-mail can be found on my info page*** 

Notes: Every place the wonderchef is, he waits for you. 

=============== 
3.2 Second Disc 
=============== 

***************** 
1. Fruit Cocktail 
***************** 
Town: Imen

Wonder Chef's location: Library, upper left side 

What he is dressed as: Huge book 

What he teaches you: Fruit Cocktail 

To make: Milk amango banana and white satay 

What it does: Restores ally's TP 

Notes: Can't miss the huge book. 

************* 
2. Sweet Rice 
************* 

Town: Imen

Wonder Chef's location: Meredy's house bottom part, right by the door 

What he is dressed as: Radio 

What he teaches you: Sweet Rice 

To make: Tusk meat, tomato, onion, rice, and white satay 

What it does: Restores large amount of ally HP removes all status abnormalities 

Notes: Main thing to keep in mind here is that the Wonder Chef rules. As does 
my guide. 

******** 
3. Sushi 
******** 

Town: Peruti 

Wonder Chef's location: Obvious (If you can't find this you might want to 
return the game for an ice cream cone in which you will slam onto your head 



over and over like the moron you are.) 

What he is dressed as: Snowman 

What he teaches you: Sushi 

To make: Rice tuna shrimp and black satay 

What it does: Restores minimal TP and temporarily increases Accuracy 

Notes: Hahaha a snow man, Jesus he is the best. Oh and if you can't spot him go 
to a camp for the blind. 

************* 
4. Hot Borsch 
************* 

Town: Ruined City, Luishka 

Wonder Chef's location: He is in the first house on the left, in the rubble. 

What he is dressed as: A Box 

What he teaches you: Hot Borsch 

To make: Beets, potatoes, cabbage, and red satay 

What it does: Restores some ally HP, and cures infirmity 

Notes: Go left and check the rubble, can't miss it. 

************ 
5. Hot Curry 
************ 
Town: Jini

Wonder Chef's location: Book store 

What he is dressed as: Frog 

What he teaches you: Hot Curry 

To make: Tusk meat, carrot, potato, rice, red satay 

What it does: Restores a large amount of ally HP and TP 

Notes: Be on the look out for this one, it is useful. 

************** 
6.Chili Potato 
************** 

Town: Jini

Wonder Chef's location: Upper left side of the auction house 

What he is dressed as: Couch 

What he teaches you: Chili Potato 

To make: Potato (Duh), carrot, onion, red satay 

What it does: Restores ally TP and increases resistance (Temp). 



Notes: Doesn't beat the frog, but hey at least you get to see the Wonder Chef. 

**********
7. Hot Pot
**********

Town: Jini

Wonder Chef's location: Casino 

What he is dressed as: Slot Machine 

What he teaches you: Hot Pot 

To make: Egg, konia, radish, and red satay 

What it does: Restores minimal TP and raises attack (Temp). 

Notes: YaY this one rhymes, also, this is the third one and last one in this 
town.

*************** 
8. Cold Noodles 
*************** 

Town: Pertui* (unfrozen*) 

Wonder Chef's location: By the pond at the entrance (not the port) when it is 
unfrozen. 

What he is dressed as: Statue 

What he teaches you: Cold Noodles 

To make: Panyan, eggs, tusk meat, cucumbers, and red satay 

What it does: Restores large amounts of ally HP 

Notes: Just check after its thawed. 

==========
3.3 Disc 3
==========

Nothing Yet! 

========= 
4. Thanks 
========= 

Thanks to:

-Thanks to Dustin for Getting me to make this blasted FAQ I suggest you go read 
his Keele and max FAQs , also for providing me with the locations recipes etc 
of the chef, as I can only rent this game as is. 

-Thanks to CJC for posting this and running such a good site 

-Every other FAQ writer for keeping everybody so informed 

-Me for typing this 



-Lugia for finding who the best cook is 

================ 
5. Contacting me 
================ 
Due to the stupidity of some people I am withdrawing my private e-mail, you can 
find my "business" e-mail in my info screen My AIM/AOL contact is Keele 
Zeibell, feel free to comment on anything there. Thanks for reading, Untill the 
next update. 

**************** 
I am asking for some help on what some of these things do, please be so kind as 
to send them in 
**************** 

I promise you all a full guide once I get everything together with school and 
all its hard to write. 

- Eddie. 
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